Art 206

A6: Final Project (200 points)
5 prints required
All prints Mounted & Window Matted

Original RAW Shots Due: ___________
Lab:

___________

Crit Date:

___________

Requirements:
1. Shoot as much as necessary to complete the assignment. Bracket as necessary.
2. All the images must work together as a series. This means that the images will share a
common theme or subject. They will also share a common approach, aesthetic, and overall
“look”. This includes the use of color, tonal values, contrast, composition choices, lighting,
other technical elements, and style. All 5 images should look like they belong together.
3. You will produce and turn in contact sheets for this assignment (4x3, 12 images per page).
- Turn in your contact sheet in .jpg form.
4. You will take a minimum of 5 images through Camera RAW digital workflow.
5. You will turn in 5 prints.
6. You will make the 5 prints presentation ready. The minimum requirements for presentation
are mounting and window mats on 11x14 (or larger) white or black mount board. Avoid the
illustration board with the green back. Other presentation considerations are window mats.
However, you can choose other presentation methods if you feel that your idea is best
expressed or presented through a different method. 50 points total or 10 points per print of
this assignment are dedicated to how well you present your work (mounting and matting).
7.

You will turn in your unedited RAW files for the images printed. Use this final naming system:
mtruitt_A6_final_1.dng (RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_4.dng (RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_2.dng (RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_5.dng (RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_3.dng (RAW)

8. You will save your versions using this file naming system (edit files):
mtruitt _A6_final_1-edit.psd (.psd or RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_4-edit.psd (.psd or RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_2-edit.psd (.psd or RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_5-edit.psd (.psd or RAW)
mtruitt _A6_final_3-edit.psd (.psd or RAW)
9. You will save your versions using this file naming system (print files):
mtruitt _A6_final_1-print_8x10.tif
mtruitt _A6_final_4-print_8x10..tif
mtruitt _A6_final_2-print_8x10..tif
mtruitt _A6_final_5-print_8x10..tif
mtruitt _A6_final_3-print_8x10..tif
10. You will turn in a self-evaluation sheet for this assignment.
11. Files, Contact Sheets, Prints, and self-evaluation due at start of class on crit date. No late
projects accepted since this is the final critique. This project is worth 200 points total.

